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✧
Preface
Thanks are due for the indispensable help of those who provided base
translations for the various parts of this volume: Kim Batteau, Harry
Boonstra, Annemie Godbehere, and Allan Janssen. I take special note of
Ms. Godbehere, who also worked on volume one and has now passed
away. Let this volume be in memory of her and of her contributions to
this project, as considerable as they were conscientious. As with the
previous volumes, I have reviewed and revised their work and given the
translation its final form along with a few editorial footnotes. Again, my
thanks also go to Justin Marr, the project manager at Lexham Press, and
to the copy editors.
In the preface to volume one I asked, concerning the identity of
theologians contemporary to Vos or recently past, who may have had
a direct influence on his thinking or perhaps shaped his presentation
of material.1 Volume four continues to leave this question unanswered.
Regardless, readers of this volume who have also read the previous
three will hardly miss the impressive coherence of its treatment of the
application of salvation with the treatments of Christology in volume
three and the covenant of grace in the latter part of volume two.
R. Gaﬃn, Jr.
September 2015
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Chapter One
The Ordo Salutis
1. What is understood under the ordo salutis, the “order of salvation”?
The series of acts and steps in which the salvation obtained by Christ is
subjectively appropriated by the elect. In Scripture σωτηρία, salus, has
a double meaning, one more subjective and one more objective, according to whether it includes the act of saving or of being saved. In
the first sense it naturally extends much farther than in the subjective
appropriation of salvation. Christ is called σωτηρία not merely because
He applies His merits but because He has likewise obtained them. His
satisfaction was the principal act of salvation. In the second sense it is
narrower in scope and in fact covers what one understands under the
designation “soteriology.”
2. What is further contained in the term ordo salutis, “order of salvation”?
That the subjective application of the salvation obtained by Christ does
not occur at once or arbitrarily. In the abstract, it would be possible for
God to take hold of and relocate each one of the elect into the heaven of
glory at a single point in time. He has His good reasons that He did not
do this. There are a multiplicity of relationships and conditions to which
all the operations of grace have a certain connection. If the change came
about all at once, then not a single one of these would enter into the
consciousness of the believer, but everything would be thrown together
in a chaotic revolution. None of the acts or steps would throw light on
the others; the base could not be distinguished from the top or the top
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from the base. The fullness of God’s works of grace and the rich variety
of His acts of salvation would not be prized and appreciated.
The opposite of all this is true. There is order and regularity in the application of salvation as well as in every other area of creation. The acts
and operations each have their own fixed place, from which they cannot
be uprooted. They are connected to each other from what follows and
from what precedes; they have their basis and their result. Consequently,
the Scripture gives us an ordered sequence (e.g., Rom 8:28–30). At the
same time, this order shows us that even in what is most subjective the
purpose of God may not be limited to the satisfaction of the creature’s
longing for blessedness. If this were so, then the order that is slow and
in many respects tests the patience of the children of God would be lost.
But here, too, God works first of all to glorify Himself according to the
principles of an eternal order and an immanent propriety.
3. Does unanimity rule among the theologians in the identification of the
diﬀerent steps that belong to the order of salvation?
No, a great variety rules in sequence as well as in completeness. All do
not enumerate the same steps. When they all have the same things, they
are given in a diﬀerent sequence. Diﬀerent terms are used for one and
the same thing.
4. Enumerate some points of diﬀerence that are important for
proper diﬀerentiation.
a) An important point is the varying and unclear definition of the
concept of regeneration. For many theologians the locus on
regeneration is completely lacking, although many federalists
are an exception here. At the same time these theologians do of
course know of regeneration, and its specific character has not
escaped them entirely.
1. Some identify “regeneration” (regeneratio) with “conversion”
(conversio). This is quite customary with the dogmaticians of
the 17th century. The Canons of Dort teach in chapters 3 and
4, article 11: “Furthermore, when God accomplishes His good
pleasure in the elect or works true conversion in them … He
not only powerfully illumines their mind by the Holy Spirit …
but by the eﬀective power of the same regenerating Spirit, He
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penetrates to the inmost parts of the man, opens the closed
heart … infuses new qualities into the will, and makes the
dead living … (article 12) and this is that—so often proclaimed
in the Holy Scriptures—regeneration, new creation, resurrection from the dead and making alive, which God, without us,
works in us.”1 Owen also expresses himself in a similar way.
Some, however, sought to avoid the lack of clarity that may
originate from this usage by a more precise distinction between two kinds of conversion. So Turretin makes mention
of a double conversio. The first is habitual and passive. It consists in producing a habit or disposition of the soul: “Habitual
or passive conversion occurs through the infusion of supernatural habits by the Holy Spirit.” The second conversion is
called active and eﬀective conversion. It is the exercising in
faith and repentance of the already implanted habitus: “Active
or eﬀective conversion occurs through the exercise of those
good habits by which the acts of faith and of repentance are
both given by God and elicited in man.” He then adds, however, that it is better to call the first kind of conversion “regeneration,” because it refers to the new birth by which man is
renewed according to the image of his Maker, and to limit the
term “conversion” to the second kind, since in it the activity of
man is not excluded.
2. The majority by far summarize regeneration and conversion under the concept of internal calling. Wollebius says,
“Particular calling is termed: (a) new creation, (b) regeneration, etc.” In the schools it is called (a) eﬀectual election, (b) effectual calling, (c) internal calling. Accordingly, some speak
first about calling, then about faith, then about conversion,
so that calling apparently takes the place of regeneration
(e.g., the Leiden Synopsis). Calling is often enough described
as an implanting into Christ, a union with Christ, an indissoluble joining of the person of the elect with the person of
the Mediator, all of them concepts that bring regeneration to
mind clearly enough.
1

Emphasis added by Vos.
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3. Others take the concept of regeneration in a very wide sense,
as almost completely synonymous with sanctificatio, “sanctification,” and under that notion understand the entire process
by which the old nature of man is transformed into a new
nature resembling the image of God. Calvin says (Institutes,
3.3.9), “Therefore, in a word, I describe poenitentia [repentance] as regeneration, of which the goal is none other than
that the image of God, defiled and nearly wiped out in us by
the transgression of Adam, is restored in us. … And this restoration is not completed in one moment or in one day or one
year; but with continual, yes, even slow steps God removes
corruption from his elect.” Later we will see why this wider
use of the term has a certain right.
b) Another important point that lacks clarity lies in the concept of
calling. While for this concept some still have all the emphasis fall
on the immediacy of the action and thus identify internal calling
with regeneration, others hold to the obvious thought that calling
already presupposes a life and the capacity to hear, and so must
be distinguished from the initial begetting of life.
c) Also, the concept of poenitentia, “repentance,” is not always clearly distinguished. Sometimes this word is taken to mean long processes that accompany the whole of life here on earth, sometimes
for instantaneous actions at a critical moment.
As seen above, Calvin identifies poenitentia, regeneratio, sanctificatio.
5. Does one also find here and there an attempt to divide the diﬀerent stages
of the way of salvation in an orderly manner?
Yes, we can find an example of that in the classification of Voetius.
He distinguishes three kinds of acts of God as belonging to the application of salvation:
a) Acts that only eﬀect a change in our state in relation to God. To
these belong reconciliatio, “reconciliation”; justificatio, “justification”; adoptio, “adoption as children.”
b) Acts that are directed to the will of man with moral suasion but
do not take hold or transform inwardly and omnipotently, such
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as external calling and what belongs to it. Voetius calls these
“moral acts.”
c) Acts that bring about a real and inherent change in the subject.
Regeneration, glorification, etc., are counted among them.
As we will see, the main features are drawn quite correctly here.
6. What distinctions must we make with a view to arriving at a clear
overview of these diﬀerent acts in their mutual connection?
a) The first great distinction that needs to be kept in view is the
one between judicial acts, which change a judicial relationship of
man, and re-creating acts (in the widest sense of the word), which
bring about a change in the actual condition of man. An act of
the first kind, for example, is justification; one of the second kind
is sanctification. The first kind changes the status; the second
changes the condition of the one regarding whom or in whom it
takes place.
b) Another distinction of equally great importance teaches us to
divide between what occurs under, and in, or for the consciousness of the sinner. Some acts in the application of salvation
derive their meaning completely from the fact that they are executed in the light of the consciousness, be it by God or by the
man in whom God works. Others, by their nature, can only aﬀect
the deeper essence of man that does not appear in the light of
the consciousness. Accordingly, they occur without man himself
being able to understand and observe them. An example of this
latter kind is regeneration. A sinner is as little conscious of his
rebirth as a child is conscious of its birth, apart from the consequences by which it makes itself known. An example of the
other kind is justification, consisting in a communication to the
sinner’s consciousness of acquittal and the merits of Christ.
c) Next, one can distinguish between the removal of the old and
the establishment of the new in man. Sin is not a mere lack. If it
were this, it could suﬃce for the Holy Spirit to make up what is
lacking, and the distinction in view here would make no sense.
Sin, however, is more—a positive power that must be removed
and destroyed—and in its place must be introduced a positively
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operating principle of good. Regeneration, preferably, is an act
that belongs to the establishment of the new. Repentance, by
contrast, we can better reckon to the removal of the old, although
here, as in the two earlier cases, we cannot sharply separate the
two. Rather, these two—removing the old and establishing the
new— accompany each other at every point of their way.
d) Finally, one must carefully distinguish between the beginning,
the sudden breakthrough, of an act of grace and its further
impact and development. The beginning of God’s work of grace
always has something distinctive by which it is sharply delineated from the development that follows. Now, in a certain sense
one can maintain that regeneration and sanctification are parts
of a great process of renewal that begins where the Holy Spirit
first lays a hand on someone and ends where the heaven of glory
is reached. Still, regeneration and sanctification are essentially
distinguished. No less diﬀerent from each other are the initial
crisis in the conscious life of man that one is accustomed to call
conversion and the further killing of the old man that continues
throughout the whole of life.
7. What may be established further concerning the relationship between
these diﬀerent groups?
a) Our first principle is that the judicial relationships are the basis
on which the moral acts of re-creation rest in their entirety.
However, one should be completely clear what is intended here:
it is not that justification as it takes place in the consciousness
of the sinner must precede his regeneration in time. This would
presuppose an impossibility. Justification surely occurs by faith,
and faith as an expression of life in no way tolerates separation
from the principle of life that is imparted in the essence of man.
Believing without regeneration is no more conceivable than
consciousness in a child without natural birth. So, in relation to
time, the change of the unconscious condition certainly precedes
the change in the conscious state. In contrast, it is completely
otherwise if we ask about the logical relationship and put the
question as follows: Is someone justified because he is regenerated, or is he regenerated because he will be justified? The answer
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here according to all of Scripture and according to the Protestant
principle can only be the latter. For God, justification in His view
is the basis, regeneration the consequence. If wrath and a relationship of punishment continued to exist, no new life would be
able to germinate. God cannot communicate subjective habitual
grace unless objective satisfaction of His justice is oﬀered with
specific application to the individual person. And not only does
God, in infusing habitual grace, have in view the judicial relationship, restored or to be restored, but also in his conscious justification the sinner receives the insight that all that is habitual,
which is already or will be worked in him, has its basis and origin
in acquittal for the sake of Christ. And, accordingly, in the consciousness of God and in the consciousness of the sinner what
occurs outwardly in the sphere of justice precedes what occurs
inwardly in his moral condition.
b) It is equally necessary to hold firmly that for habitual grace,
action on the unconscious essence precedes action on the conscious life. This is but an application of the general rule that what
lies on the surface of life stems from the hidden impetus of the
depth of life. From the root comes the mysterious life that is at
work in the stem and the branches and causes fruit to ripen. So, if
we place regeneration and conversion, or regeneration and faith,
next to each other, conversion and faith cannot be first in time;
on the contrary, regeneration precedes. If one sometimes hears
the opposite sequence defended, this rests on a misconception to
which we will have to return later.
c) One certainly needs to pay attention to the fact that the two distinctions, of acts that fall within the sphere of justice and acts
that fall within the sphere of habitual grace, on the one hand, and
of acts of grace that aﬀect the root and acts of grace that aﬀect the
branches, on the other, do not run in parallel. Certainly, a saving
act that falls in the judicial sphere is always a conscious act, in the
original sense for the consciousness of God, in a derivative sense
for the consciousness of the sinner. An act that produces habitual
grace, however, is not always an act that works in the unconscious
life. It can do so, and does, for example, in regeneration, but it
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need not do that and does not in sanctification and glorification.
These two distinctions intersect each other.
8. What questions need to be addressed regarding each step of the order
of salvation?
a) Is this particular act of God a judicial act or an act that eﬀects
subjective grace?
b) If the latter, is it an act that works beneath or in the consciousness?
c) Is its purpose the removing of the old man or the bringing to life
of the new man?
d) Is it an act that stands at the beginning of a long development and
produces a crisis, or does it include a long series of similar acts?
e) Is it an act that is executed by God immediately or an act in which
He works mediately?
9. Are the distinctions made here based on Scripture or are they merely
human attempts to bring about an order in the multiplicity of
phenomena of the work of grace?
They are based on Scripture and not only have practical significance but
also reflect real relationships that exist between the diﬀerent virtues of
God. Therefore, one cannot change them without the greatest danger,
for what one changes is not a subsidiary viewpoint, a perspective, but
the fundamental conception of religion. That can be shown in particular on each of the points advanced above.
Concerning the first, the distinction between judicial actions and
re-creating acts of grace, on this point the Roman Catholic and the
Protestant churches diverge. The former thinks that the changed judicial relationship must have for its basis a change in the moral condition
of the sinner, and so with that reintroduces the principle of justification by works that the Apostle Paul so powerfully combated. The latter
maintains that all improvement and conversion must have acquittal
in God’s tribunal as its starting point, and so, on the contrary, makes
works a consequence of justification. In the first case, man gets part of
the honor for himself; in the second, God gets all the glory. But danger
threatens here not only from the side of historic Roman Catholicism.
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There is a neo-Romanism that unconsciously honors the same principle. The endeavor is fairly common at present to deny the necessity
of change in the judicial sphere as a condition for moral improvement.
Almost all the emphasis falls on the ethical, on the reformation of man,
as if there is no need to take account of God’s justice. This is the opposite
of antinomianism; it is a denial rather than a misuse of free grace. The
character and capacities of man are elevated as a measure of the favor
of God, and moral perfection is insisted on with full force. One would
characterize this direction as moral legalism and distinguish it, as such,
from the ceremonial legalism of the Jews and the Roman Catholic legalism that coincides with it. Under the appearance of holding high the
moral ideal, it is in fact active in attacking this ideal at its heart, for only
one who has a thorough sense of the guilt and inner accursedness of
evil can possess an unadulterated appreciation and admiration of the
good, which is a normal consequence of the former. Whoever preaches
transformation without justification does not have the right conception of sin and improvement. He reckons only with the external side
of sin under a utilitarian aspect; its deeper spiritual significance totally
escapes him. By far the greatest part of the ethics presently preached
from pulpits is of this kind. It demands a sanctification under which the
indispensable foundation of justification is utterly lacking. From this,
in part, is to be explained the ease with which some, despite the clear
witness of Scripture, eliminate the doctrine of eternal punishment. The
foundation of this doctrine is lacking in the conscience—namely, a deep
sense of the necessity that God’s justice be maintained. And the end of
all this will be the weakening and falsifying of all moral distinctions.
It is almost superfluous to show that Scripture never loses sight of
the order indicated above against Roman Catholicism and neo-Romanism. Paul’s entire teaching rests on this distinction between sanctification and justification. A Christian loves much after much has been
forgiven him, not the reverse: that much has been forgiven him because
he loves much. The lost son received forgiveness before anything else.
And the same thought recurs everywhere, so strongly in Paul that his
opponents could take the occasion to hurl at him the recrimination of
antinomianism (cf. Rom 6:1ﬀ.), and he was forced to show expressly
how moral transformation infallibly followed imputation—indeed, how
in one and the same baptism both were pictured and the images of both
fused together.
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Also on the second point, Scripture does not leave us in the dark.
It always distinguishes between what occurs beneath and in the consciousness. Romans 8:28–30 presents the chain of salvation with its
diﬀerent links. The practical purpose that the apostle has with this is
to strengthen the believer in the consciousness that future glory cannot
elude him. In line with that, he now enumerates precisely the acts of
salvation that fall within the light of the consciousness, which enable
looking forward and backward—namely, calling and justification as
lying between election and glorification. This is a proof, therefore, of
the genuinely biblical character of the distinction made, for what moves
Paul here to limit himself to calling and justification is nothing other
than the principle of that distinction that while some operations of
grace are recognizable by the consciousness, others are not.
This principle, too, is of utmost weight. Whoever doubts that, along
with the influence of grace in the conscious life, God’s acts of grace intervene much more deeply and aﬀect the inner essence of man, can do
so only on the basis of a superficial view of sin. To allow everything to
terminate in conscious life presupposes a Pelagian view of sin and all
that is connected with it. What occurs in the consciousness naturally
works mediately, persuasively, countering resistance. Only insofar as it
surges from the inside out is grace entirely grace, a supernatural operation of power, an exclusive work of God.
The distinction between foundational acts of grace at the outset,
which intervene in a creative manner at critical moments, and the further ongoing uniform activity of grace is in no need of demonstration
as scriptural. It is necessary, however, to emphasize that distinction because here, too, some seek to substitute slow development from natural
causes for a sudden change worked by God.
10. What points must be examined in general before we proceed to
discussing the particular acts of grace?
a) The relationship between these operations of grace and the work
of the Holy Spirit in the sphere of nature.
b) The relationship between the operations of special grace and
common grace, gratia communis.
c) The relationship between special grace and Holy Scripture.
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d) The relationship between special grace and the person of the
Mediator and the person of the Holy Spirit.
11. What is the nature of the relationship between the work of the Holy
Spirit in the sphere of nature and that of grace?
a) A relationship of analogy or correspondence. In the kingdom of
nature the Holy Spirit has His specific task, as well as the Father
and the Son. He is the person who by His working leads things
to their destined goal and development—who creates and maintains life in the realm of the organic, the rational, the reasonable.
Likewise, in the kingdom of grace the Holy Spirit is the one who
leads the elect sinner to his destined goal and development by
creating and maintaining new life in him.
b) A relationship of subordination. What God does for someone
through the Holy Spirit in the sphere of nature is not unconnected with what He intends for him in the kingdom of grace. The
entire life of the elect, including that part that precedes their implanting into Christ, is ordered by God with a view to its final destined end. It is not immaterial how and where someone is born,
which influences work on him, how he is raised, which direction
the development of his life takes. Since the place to be occupied
by someone in the kingdom of grace is determined by God and coheres closely with all of his earlier development, the latter cannot
be left out of consideration in determining the former.
c) Notwithstanding this analogy and this subordination, there
exists an essential diﬀerence between the working of the Holy
Spirit in the sphere of nature and in the kingdom of grace. The
latter is a new order of things that cannot be explained by the
former, but rests on an immediate intervention of God’s Spirit.
Grace is not nature. It is certainly true that one also calls grace
the natural guiding actions of God, with which He deals with the
elect before their regeneration (gratia praeparans). But taking the
word in this broad sense is not meant to deny the specific diﬀerence between the operations of the Spirit in nature and in grace.
The word “grace” still has a twofold sense: (1) An attribute in God
is called grace; (2) an influence on man that transcends natural
influence bears that name. If now something that falls within the
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sphere of nature is called grace, then it is because the gracious
purpose of God adheres to it. One and the same act can occur
with respect to two persons and be grace in this sense for the one
but not for the other. Still, the act remains specifically the same,
and by this purpose is not set outside the sphere of nature. It is
absolutely necessary to maintain the sharpest contrast between
nature and grace.
12. What is the relationship between the operations of common grace and
the special grace of the Holy Spirit?
To understand correctly the diﬀerence between these two in connection with the preceding distinction, we must move out of the sphere of
nature into the sphere of revelation. This revelation is itself the product
of a wholly supernatural act of grace. The announcement of the truth
of God and the inspiration of the Holy Spirit lie both beyond and above
nature. At the same time, however, that truth is given in natural forms.
It is expressed in words written with letters, words that can be heard
by the natural ear and read by the natural eye. As we hope to see, it is
not the most proper and highest end of the truth to accomplish its work
outwardly in this way; rather, it reaches its proper goal only when an
entirely supernatural work of the Holy Spirit accompanies it. That it
works in this way as well, however, no one can doubt. The only question,
though, is how? If it were simply directed to man and nothing more,
this encounter would only result in opposition and reaction from a soul
that is sinful and hostile to God. That this nevertheless does not occur,
but that even in those who are not regenerate the moral power of the
truth is manifested, shows that there is an accompanying working of
God’s Spirit. That working of the Spirit is given to all in greater or lesser
degree. It comes down, then, to separating it sharply from special grace,
in which only the elect share. So that the distinction would already
appear in the term, it has been called common grace, and what contrasts
with it, special or particular grace. One further needs to give attention to
making distinctions on the following points:
a) Common grace brings about no change in the nature of man as
special grace does. Whatever may also be its external manifestations, it does not regenerate man.
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b) A second distinction is connected with this. Common grace is
also limited to making man receptive to the influence of the truth
that works on him from his consciousness. It works persuasively,
by oﬀering motives to the will and by making use of inclinations
that are already present, not by creating new habits in man.
It can certainly bring the external good still present in man to
development, but it cannot produce what is spiritually good from
that. It can cause a seed of external righteousness to germinate,
but it is not capable of implanting the seed of regeneration.
c) All that works in this manner can also be resisted. Since it is
directed toward individual motives from outside, the possibility
always exists that the unrenewed nature will overrule all these
motives and render common grace powerless. It is otherwise
with eﬃcacious grace. It does not oﬀer motives for doing good
to a will that in its nature is evil, but transforms the will itself
from the innermost recesses of its nature, not by countering it
but by re-creating it. Hence, common grace is termed resistible;
eﬃcacious grace, with a somewhat oblique label, irresistible.
13. Does one sometimes also speak of “common grace” in a still
broader sense?
Yes, one sometimes also applies the word to the restraining action of the
Holy Spirit that, where revelation is not known, is joined with the natural knowledge of God and hinders the breaking out of sin in its most
dreadful extremes.
14. From what may we discern in some measure what should be ascribed to
the operation of this common grace?
We have seen in the doctrine of election that God’s Word rightly ascribes
the hardening of sinners to the withdrawal of common grace. It calls
this being given over to a perverse mind and shows from experience
what dreadful dimensions sin assumes where this hardening sets in. On
the other hand, it also describes for us the fate of the lost who are devoid
of common grace. Consequently, everything that hinders the process of
death that sin brings in producing the complete dissolution of moral
and social life for the individual and for society is to be ascribed to gratia
communis in the broadest sense of the word.
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15. Can you show that Scripture teaches such an operation of the
Holy Spirit?
Yes, it is said of the generation that lived before the flood that God’s
Spirit contended with them and contended in vain, that the patience of
God at the time of this contending held back His punishment, but that
finally this operation of grace ceased since it was resisted and scorned
(Gen 6:3; cf. 1 Pet 3:19–20; 4:6). Stephen cried out to the Jews, “You always
resist the Holy Spirit; as your fathers did, so do you” (Acts 7:51). Also,
Isaiah 63:10 mentions a grieving of the Holy Spirit.
16. How far can this common operation of the Holy Spirit go?
We must assume that it always remains distinguished specifically from
regenerating grace. So, concerning the operation itself, one really cannot
speak of it approaching the grace of regeneration. What lies between
these two is not a gradual but a principial diﬀerence. Whatever else one
may do to a dead person, one cannot say that actions are performed on
him that bring him close to life. Since, however, the infusion of life eludes
our sight and we can judge it only by its outward manifestation, so the
possibility always continues to exist that common grace reveals itself
in forms that are hardly to be distinguished from the actions of the
regenerate. Temporary faith, of which Scripture speaks in very strong
terms, must be counted among these cases. And often the sole criterion
for recognition lies in the passing of time itself.
17. Are the eﬀects of common grace divorced from any connection with
regenerating grace, which works only in the elect?
No; if by common grace someone has received a certain measure of
insight into the truth prior to his regeneration, be it then also in a nonsaving way, its fruits are not lost. When saving grace comes upon us, it
imparts new worth to all the old that was already present with us earlier.
It only must be maintained that it never is the old as such that continues
to work after regeneration, but the old is placed in a new light and with
completely new qualities. The knowledge of saving faith is very much
connected with historical knowledge that someone gained prior to his
regeneration, but it would still certainly be wrong to maintain that a
regenerate person does not know, in his faith, in an essentially diﬀerent
way than the unregenerate person.
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18. Has the doctrine of common grace also been misused?
Yes, some have wished to find in it a solution to the question why saving
grace befalls only some and not all—in other words, an explanation of
God’s sovereign election. Shedd says the following: “The nonelect receives common grace, and common grace would incline human will if it
were not defeated by the human will. If the sinner should make no hostile
opposition, common grace would be equivalent to saving grace. To say
that common grace if not resisted by the sinner would be equivalent to
regenerating grace is not the same as to say that common grace if assisted by the sinner would be equivalent to regenerating grace. In the first
instance, God would be the sole author of regeneration; in the second He
would not be.” Yet in another place he maintains, “Regeneration rests
upon God’s election … upon special grace and not upon common grace.”
Thus it is not very clear what he intends. If, of themselves, all sinners
already resist common grace, then it makes no sense to say that it would
regenerate them if they did not resist it, for nonresisting means the
same as being no longer sinful. If, on the other hand, a sinner is able to
resist and not resist common grace, and some are really in the latter category, then for them, according to this conception, regenerating grace
becomes completely superfluous. Common grace should work on them
and regenerate them. This idea is completely false. God’s election lies
above every consideration of the use of common grace. One can only go
this far: Those who resist common grace such that God withdraws it do
not belong to the elect. They are then abandoned to the hardening from
which salvation is no longer possible. On the other hand, it cannot be
maintained that a good use of common grace always leads to receiving
saving grace or is even a characteristic of election. Certainly in a negative sense, if someone resists common grace, then this is a bad sign. But
we may not go further.
19. What is the connection of special grace to Holy Scripture?
A very close connection. It is not the destiny of man to be re-created in
his nature without there being knowledge of God and his relationship
to God in his consciousness. Man is a rational being, and there must be
for him an objective knowledge of the truth, besides the operation of
grace that aﬀects him below his consciousness. The rule, then, is that
the saving grace of God works only where Holy Scripture, the Word of
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God, is present. Here it is like natural birth. God does not allow children
to be conceived and born into a world without light, air, or food. Neither
does He regenerate His children without a divine Word that can supply
them with the content requisite for consciousness.
This, however, does not imply at all that regenerating grace only
occurs mediately through the Word. To maintain this would evidently
lead again to confusing saving with common grace. Regeneration does
not occur without the Word—that is, where the Word is not present—
but just as little by the Word as a causa eﬃciens [eﬃcient cause]. Air,
light, and food are necessary conditions for the birth of a child, but no
one will maintain that they are suﬃcient active causes for birth. Again,
a child is not born without the involvement of father and mother, but a
creationist does not therefore believe that father and mother as secondary causes can give rise to the soul of the child. Creating the soul is the
prerogative of God’s omnipotence in the kingdom of nature; re-creating
the soul is the exclusive work of His sovereign omnipotence in the kingdom of grace. And that He is independent of the Word can best be seen
when one considers the regeneration of children. Those who die at a
young age and enter heaven have most certainly experienced the saving
grace of God, and for them there surely cannot be talk of a mediate
working by God’s Word. Since their consciousness is still dormant for
the most part, regeneration need not be preceded and accompanied by
the preaching of the Word.
20. Does the rule strictly apply for adults that there is only regeneration
where the external Word of God is preached?
We do not have the slightest reason to depart from this rule. It conflicts
with every analogy that God would engender life where all further conditions for the feeding and development of life are entirely lacking. One
could only ask: Is it absolutely necessary for God to fulfill those conditions by means of Holy Scripture? Can He not set the necessary truth directly before the consciousness outside the sphere of the dissemination
of Scripture and outside the bounds of the church or of its influence,
and then bring about regeneration in connection with that? There have
been some Reformed theologians, specifically Zwingli, who have been
willing to leave open the possibility of something like that in order not
to judge the pagan world too harshly.
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If, however, we read Scripture in an unprejudiced way, then we
will have to agree that the basis for such a view is lacking. Paganism is
always presented as a state of absolute darkness, into which no ray of
light penetrates. Those who do not have the gospel are without hope and
without God in the world, without a share in the citizenship of Israel
and strangers from the covenant of promise [cf. Eph 2:12]. Naturally,
we must let God be free and can arrogate for ourselves no judgment on
what He could do. At issue here is only the question what He, as far as
we know, actually does. Also, all Christian zeal for missions presupposes
that grace closely follows God’s Word and cannot be detached from the
ministry of the Word. With election itself God has established the means
of election, and even what happens with someone in the kingdom of
nature is regulated with that in view. So, if He had willed to elect pagans,
He certainly could have had them born under the light of the gospel.
Some have pointed to the conversion of Paul and to similar facts.
Paul, too, was not acquainted with the gospel through the ministry of
the Word that already existed in the church but received an immediate
revelation accompanied with internal renewal (Gal 1:12). So, it is thought,
God can also do that with a Socrates, a Plato, or with other pagans, and we
are advised not to be too narrow in our thinking about them. Especially
the broad outlook of our century, which spans worlds, can no longer be
satisfied with the old, narrow particularism of national election.
There is only one answer to all that: God’s Word does not teach us
otherwise. The case of Paul is not at all suited to derive something from
it. That he received an immediate revelation was not, in the first place,
necessary for his personal renewal but primarily for his oﬃcial calling
as apostle, and only in connection with that for the work of grace. At
that time, too, Paul was in no way outside the sphere of revelation but
was a Jew of the Jews [cf. Phil 3:5], a member of the covenant nation, one
of the great branches from the stem of Israel that was not cut oﬀ when
the rest fell and into which the pagans were grafted.
21. Between what extremes does this legitimate Reformed conception of the
connection between Scripture and the operation of grace lie?
Between, on the one hand, the mystical conception that, without prior
contact with objective truth, has manifestations of grace emerging everywhere—manifestations that themselves create conscious content in
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a capricious way. The truth, then, emerges from the subjective working
of grace, and no means remain to test the latter. We, on the contrary,
hold that Scripture is not only a necessary condition for the growth of
spiritual life, and to that extent also for its creation, but moreover that
the experiences of this life can be gauged as legitimate only by Scripture.
What does not accord with the objective Word and in its general features
is not approved by it and is false experience.
The opposite extreme is that of rationalism, which ascribes everything to the common operation of the Word. This is deism applied to the
personal relationship between God and man. As God works in nature
from without through second causes and not immanently, so too He
works in man through moral and religious truths and not from within,
in the heart. In this deistic standpoint one cannot even grant the operation of common grace, for this already lies on the line of immanence;
much less, then, regenerating grace.
We say: not without the Word, but also not exclusively through
the Word.
22. How do Lutherans think about the connection between the Word and
saving grace?
They, too, reject all mysticism that detaches grace from the ordained
means of grace. At the same time, however, they fall into the error that
God works instrumentally through the Word at every point, both in
regeneration and otherwise. Now, to avoid all misconception in a rationalistic sense, they teach that there is latent in God’s Word a power
higher than moral power—a supernatural power. A human word works
by generating certain thoughts and setting in motion a certain series
of ideas, but it is not therefore able to create something new in the soul.
With God’s Word it is otherwise, according to the Lutherans. It works
through a vis inhaerens, “an inherent power,” operative on all who come
in contact with it. Lutherans certainly do not maintain that this supernatural power of grace is resident in the written letters or the audible
sounds of the Word, but in the ideas that are expressed and represented
thereby. Between the latter and grace there exists a unio mystica. This,
then, is also transmitted from the Word, and by means of the Word to
the sacraments.
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23. How do the Roman Catholics think of the connection between the
external means of grace and the internal operation of grace?
They, too, accept an instrumental and not only an accompanying connection. Power is latent in the sacraments as such and is not to be obtained apart from them—and then in the sacraments as res, “things,” not
in the Word that accompanies them, as the Lutherans intend. The gratia
praeveniens, “antecedent grace,” in which adults share without any
merits, works persuasively. It teaches an adult to know his sinful condition and the righteousness of God, consider the mercy of God, and be
confident that God will be gracious to him for Christ’s sake. Accordingly,
he is enabled to cooperate with this grace, which disposes him to love
God and brings him to the hatred of sin and the contrition that must
precede baptism. Finally, this antecedent grace also moves him to desire
baptism and to receive it for himself, and in baptism the actual re-creating power of grace appears.
One sees from this that Rome rejects semi-Pelagianism, at least in
theory. Antecedent grace is necessary. Man cannot begin by himself.
But this antecedent grace is still not re-creating in nature but is more
of a persuasive kind. From that it is suﬃciently clear that no account is
taken of the impotence of man. Man cannot learn to abhor sin, practice
true repentance, etc., by persuasive grace. These are always acts that
cannot arise from the dead and unregenerate heart.
For children, there is naturally no need for these prior actions. They
receive baptism without preparation.
24. Do all God’s operations of grace have the same relationship to the Word
of Scripture?
No, there is a diﬀerence here between one operation of grace and another. Concerning the begetting of life in the soul, regeneration, the external Word has only an accompanying connection with internal grace. It
is impossible that the light and the things that appear in it would beget
the capacity for sight or would be useful as means to that end.
It is otherwise once the principle of life is infused and manifests
itself in the consciousness. Then it immediately comes into contact with
the Word of God. Just as with a child the capacity for sight is developed
and reaches its completion only by repeated seeing, so too the spiritual sight of the regenerate is sharpened by this contact with the truth.

